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 What is most important for people to know about your topic?

Creating a budget is the most important thing one can do to 
conserve income intelligently. It allows you to…

- Avoid overspending
- Make the most of every dollar
- Save money
- Be in control of where your money goes
- Reach your goals steadily

How to budget: 50/30/20 Rule

Divide up after-tax income and allocate it to spend: 50% on needs, 30% on 
wants, and socking away 20% to savings.



 Why is this particularly important for young people to know?

Teenagers are known to be bad with money. There are many reasons why, 
but when it comes down to it, young people usually can't see the 
consequences of overspending or not allocating money to crucial 
matters. Youth are extremely impressionable, and social media creates 
false dreams of riches and easily managed expenses. Financial 
education is (in most states) not part of the curriculum to high 
school students, thus most young people unless their parents educated 
them, have little to no grasp of basic money lessons or how to create 
and maintain a healthy budget. 

All this said, young people should learn how to budget their 
spending the most of anyone, especially since they have so much 
ahead of them in the future. 



 What are some of the dangers of NOT knowing this information?

The dangers of not knowing the benefits of budgeting are…

- Overspending 
- Lack of savings
- Less financial control
- Harder to navigate expenses
- More debt
- Less financial contentment
- Less personal financial confidence
- More stress!



 What are tips or strategies from experts on HOW to avoid 
these dangers?

- Record your expenses
- Record your expenses into a budget

- 50/30/20 rule

- Cut your expenses
- Use community resources
- Cancel subscriptions/memberships 
- Cook at home

- Decide your priorities
- Set saving goals

- Short term and long term
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